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Opening: 20 minutes | Atyia & Cutler        9:20-9:40 
Announcements, process updates 
 
 
Policy & Equity Implications Review: 35 minutes | Discussion: 10 minutes  9:40-10:05 
Trading/workforce development/education opportunities—provide examples 
Community benefits agreement must be written to include private rights of action portals—
i.e.community can sue for enforcement. Must include Monitoring and legal agent for these 
agreements to be effective 
Property owners and tenants deserve  more attention, when is an exemption appropriate and 
better financial support necessary 
Analysis needed on where authority lies for enforcement 
Consider Costs of electricity given the new model for utility charging 
Transportation: ridesharing services are impacting quality of life, traffic increases, & increases 
congestion, lack of electric cars. More explicit on challenges.—check out NY regulations for uber 
Travel pricing must be intentional about design 
What if we got rid of all transit costs—European city has implemented this 
Need to consider Language access among technology assets  from user perspective and 
emergency preparedness 
Opportunity on mental health esp.proposals related to infrastructure changes 
Check out EPA NEJAC waste/waste water infrastructure report 
 
Identifying Most Appropriate Metrics and Sector Models: 35 minutes | Discussion: 10 minutes 
10:05-10:50A 







How can we structure metrics that incentive the city—Waste example [in E.Boston a parking lot 
was put in place of a vacant lot instead of a composite site…if city was measured on how many 
times u had this opportunity but did/didn’t take it maybe their decision making would have been 
different] OR how much capacity does city need to meet zero waste and where do these things get 
places, etc. 
OR goes back to comm.engagement—what options did the ppl in the area have and what did they 
want/need 
A simple rating on satisfaction will not be enough 
Much of these Metrics should be used in combination not in isolation—perhaps creating  user 
guide for city will be necessary 
Normalizing the process of tracking metrics over time, across different opportunities 
These metrics need to be mirrored in the main report [recipient and user] 
Need to monitor decision making—do we weigh jobs over carbon? Or vice versa?—should there 
be a set of questions for this implemented (i.e. something like a RE tool) 
Some metrics are harder to get—will need to log early wins with metrics/data that can be logged 
monthly/quarterly, etc.  
What can city do to meet the needs of jobs/opportunities for SVPs—examples; building 
requirements into approval process [example include in RFPs} 
Think of End goal—example scorecard 
City must leverage its power to convince the partners engaged in this work to convince/guide 
their work. For example metrics as part of hiring out/partnering with ppl 
 
Buildings: 





Closing | Final Remarks: 10 minutes | Atyia     10:50-11A 
